
trolling this lighter, more softly sprung
vehicle. The turning circle shrinks four feet
from the Yukon XL’s (and coincidentally
the Sequoia’s) 42.3-foot diameter, making
this Tahoe the best tool for docking
maneuvers in tight suburban-strip-mall
parking slips. 

Out on the trails, the Tahoe’s ultra-low-
range gearing allowed the best downhill
creeping. Superb limited-slip-assisted trac-
tion and tidy dimensions combined to
make this the billy goat of the bunch, rel-
atively speaking (a Wrangler it ain’t). The
front seats provided ample side bolstering
for more control on cross grades. The
steering gear is perfectly calibrated—not
so fast that the wheel jerks when encoun-
tering rocks off-road, not so slow that it
feels inert and disconnected on a highway.

Chevy’s small-block 5.3-liter V-8
seems ideally suited to truck duty. Its 285
horses sing happily and are more than able
to keep a loaded Tahoe from becoming a
rolling chicane in traffic. The engine
doesn’t even give up much to the Toyota’s
in the smoothness and refinement depart-
ments. But with 325 pound-feet of torque
on tap, we’d expect a higher towing
capacity than the Tahoe’s 7400 pounds.

Driven hard on twisting pavement, the
Tahoe remains calm and composed, with
less float than the Toyota and with greater
poise—although usually at greater roll
angles—than the Ford. It’s also less likely
to wag its bobbed tail than is the long-john
Yukon XL.

Perhaps contributor Fred Gregory
summed it up most succinctly: “Chevy
manages to retain all the big-truck virtues
while designing out most of big’s badness.
In short, it’s a real (good) truck.”
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Chevrolet
Tahoe LT

Highs: Strong and sonorous
engine, smooth ride, great traction. 

Lows: Third-row kiddie seat,
dated dash design rendered in
chintzy plastic.

The Verdict:The “renaissance
ute,” athletic, astute, and civilized.

1

on- on- off- features
drive- road road driver road and fit and fun to OVERALL

engine line handling ride comfort capability amenities finish value styling drive RATING*

CHEVROLET 9 8 9 8 8 8 7 8 7 7 7 87
TAHOE LT

FORD 7 6 7 6 7 8 8 8 8 8 5 80
EXPEDITION XLT

GMC 9 8 8 7 8 7 7 8 7 7 7 85
YUKON XL SLT

TOYOTA SEQUOIA 8 8 7 8 9 7 9 9 7 7 6 84
LIMITED V-8 4WD

HOW IT WORKS: Editors rate vehicles from 1 to 10 (10 being best) in each category, then scores are collected and averaged, resu lting in the numbers shown above.
*The overall rating is not the total of those numbers. Rather, it is an independent judgment (on a 1-to-100 scale) that includes

other factors—even personal preferences—not easily categorized.
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